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I've had a “Brand A” torch for a number of years and it was always proving troublesome. 
The issue with it was that the contact strip going from the switch to the metal ring on the 
lamp holder would not make proper contact with the metal ring. I initially solved this 
problem by soldering a long piece of hookup wire between the end of the strip and the 
metal ring. This long length of the wire allowed for screwing the top of the torch back on.

This idea more-or-less worked, however the torch still miss-behaved on occasions and I 
was never really happy with. Its main advantage was that it had three super-bright LEDS, 
powered by three “D” batteries, so it gave a very good light when it worked properly.

I hadn't used it for quite a while and when I went to use it, it wouldn't work, so I thought I 
would check to  see  if  the batteries  were flat.  It  turned out  that  the three “Brand A” 
batteries that had come with the torch were indeed flat and worse still, they had leaked 
and caused considerable corrosion to the inside of the torch. I dismantled the torch fully 
and washed the acid off everything and set the batteries aside for a trip to Aldi, where 
they would be recycled properly and not go into landfill and pollute the environment. The 
torch was now useless, due to all the corrosion, so it was wrecked, but I kept the reflector 
assembly with the three super-bright LEDS, as I thought it might have a use some time.

A short time later, I went to use my “Brand E” torch, only to find that it too had flat 
batteries. However, fortunately, they hadn't leaked, so the torch was still in very good 
condition, but its one drawback was that it used a conventional globe. A thought then 
occurred  to  me,  that  maybe I  could  adapt  the  reflector  and LED assembly  from the 
“Brand A” torch to fit this much better quality “Brand E” torch.

On comparing the LED reflector assembly with the globe reflector assembly, I found that 
they were a similar height, but the metal ring was too large and the LED reflector was a 
little larger in diameter. However, this didn't look like it would be much of a problem, 
because the reflector had a “rim” around the outside of it, which I could file down to 
make it the correct size. After marking it out, I did just that and it now fitted in the screw-
on front of the “Brand E” torch. I kept the original polycarbonate front lens from the 
“Brand E” torch, as it had a built-in magnifying lens, which gave a good spot beam.

The next step was to fit the original lamp holder with metal ring to the LED reflector  
assembly. I first had to file down the globe holder from the “Brand E” torch to fit it to the 
“Brand A” LED assembly. The LED assembly had a spring on the back of it,  so this 
would ensure a good contact with the original globe holder from the “Brand E” torch. 
After centring the assembly, I worked out that I could drill two holes in the PCB of the 
LED assembly and install some hookup wire, which would then pass through two holes 
drilled in the metal ring of the original “Brand E” globe holder. That idea worked well.

The only other thing left to do was to change the 6.8Ω resistor on the LED PCB to a 4.7Ω 
resistor, to compensate for the lower voltage from the two “D” cells. I probably could 
have used a slightly lower value resistor, but in the interests of longer battery life, I opted 
for 4.7Ω, as the light was certainly bright enough with this value of  resistor. The last step 
was to solder the hookup wire at both ends and this completed the conversion process. 
That was a rather interesting exercise and resulted in a much improved “Brand E” torch.


